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Introduction
Managing variety is a great challenge facing industry today. In order to reduce the expenses related to the initial setup of the system capacities required by related but different items, such as variants of a product family, variety-oriented planning of capabilities and capacities is needed on the manufacturing-side. Therefore, the manufacturing system should be designed to fit the product variety to be produced [1] . Several approaches for varietyoriented design of manufacturing systems were proposed in the literature, mostly for assembly systems [2] [3] [4] [5] .
This paper studies variety-oriented design of rotary production systems used for machining parts. In such a production system, parts are sequentially machined on m (1, 2, . . ., m) working positions. An example of such a position is provided in Fig. 1 . A circular transfer is realized from the zero position where the billet is loaded through all working positions. Each finished part is unloaded at the zero position before the loading of the next billet to be processed.
At each working position, several machining modules (spindle heads) can be installed to process the operations assigned to this position. The machining modules can work sequentially or simultaneously on the same part. Sequential machining is realized by the use of turrets. Simultaneous machining is possible if machining modules applied to different sides of the part work in parallel. Such production systems can use horizontal and vertical spindle heads and turrets to access to different sides of parts at a working position.
Such production systems are modular and can be adapted according to the parts to be produced [6] , i.e. the fixtures of parts are changed and some spindles are mounted or dismounted if necessary. However, few studies published in the literature on the design of rotary production systems were mostly dedicated to the mass production case [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . In difference to that previous work, this paper considers the case of the production of different variants of a product family. Therefore, the production system has to be adapted for producing different product models. The design objective is to choose the equipment to be used by the rotary production system such as -turrets (a turret has several machining modules) and spindle heads -to be installed at all working positions. The goal is to minimize the cost of the equipment required for producing all given product variants. The following decisions must be also made: the choice of orientations of parts, the partitioning of the given set of operations into positions and assignments them to the equipment, and the choice of cutting modes for each spindle head and turret.
The developed design approach offers a mathematical model for the description of the part parameters and operations, constraints between operations and machining modules and technological constraints for rotary productions systems (Section 2). With the use of this model, the design problem is formulated as a combinatorial optimization problem. A mixed integer programming (MIP) approach is used to find the optimal solutions. An industrial example is presented in Section 3.
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Problem statement
In this section, the mathematical model for variety-oriented design problem for rotary production systems is presented. Let for each j 2 {1, 2} and some
. ., m contain the operations from set N assigned to the kth working position.
Let sets N k1 and N k2 be the sets of operations assigned to working position k that are concerned by vertical and horizontal machining, respectively.
Finally, let b kj be the number of machining modules (not more than b 0 ) of type j installed at the kth working position and respectively subsets N kjl , l = 1, . . ., b kj contain the operations from set N kj assigned to the same machining module. In the considered case, only one vertical turret or spindle head can be used to perform vertical operations at any working position. In addition, each position can be equipped with one horizontal turret or spindle head.
The assignment of operations to machining modules has to respect the technological constraints that emanate from the machining process. First, precedence constraints specified by a directed graph
OR if and only if operation p has to be executed before operation q. It should be noted that if such operations p and q belong to different sides of the part, then they cannot be assigned to the same working position. Tolerance constraints require to perform some pairs of operations from N at the same working position, by the same turret, by the same spindle head or even by the same spindle (for different parts and for each pair of operations). Such inclusion constraints are modelled by undirected graphs G SP = (N, E SP ),
if and only if operations
p and q must be executed by the same spindle, at the same machining position (or turret). Because of unfeasible tool location or technological incompatibility, some operations cannot be performed by the same spindle head, turret, etc. These exclusion constraints are modelled by undirected graphs
where the edge (p, q) 2 E DM ((p, q) 2 E DT , (p, q) 2 E DP ) if and only if operations p and q cannot be executed by the same machining module, turret or at the same position. It should be noted that some operations can be assigned to the same spindle head but not to the same turret. Let P = hP 1 , . . ., P k , . . ., P m i is a design decision with P k = (P 1k11 , P 2k11 , . . .,
a is an additional time for advance and disengagement of tools.
We assume that only time needed for rotation of the turret between nonempty sets N dkjl is taken into account and the execution time is equal to:
where t g is an additional time for one rotation of turret,
The constraint on the productivity is respected if and only if it is satisfied for . In a similar way, the cost C(b k2 ) for performing set of operations N k2 by associated b k2 machining modules can be assessed as follows:
The machine cost Q(P) is calculated as the total cost of all pieces of equipment used, i.e.
where sign(a) = 1 if a > 0, and sign(a) = 0 if a 0. If a vertical turret is installed, then the second and the forth sum elements are equal to 0 since N k12 6 ¼ 1 for some k 2 {1, . . ., m} and k 
The goal is to minimize the machine cost while respecting all constraints. 
where ' 1 (N) = max{g 1 (p)jp 2 N} and ' 2 (N) = min{g 2 (p)jp 2 N}. Constraint (2) introduces the productivity requirement. Constraints (3)-(4) ensure that each operation from N is assigned to one machining module exactly. Constraint (5) obliges to choose feasible orientations of parts. Constraints (6) prohibit assignments of operations for machining elements located at two different sides of the part to a vertical spindle head (or turret). Constraints (7) ensure that all operations for machining elements located at the same side of the part will be assigned to the same type of spindle head or turret. Constraints (8)- (9) provide the precedence relations for the operations that require either the same type of machining module (vertical or horizontal) or different ones, respectively. Inclusion constraints for working positions, turrets, machining modules and spindle heads are expressed by (10) , (11), (12) and (13) The developed model can be implemented using mixed integer programming (MIP) approach.
Industrial example
The following 6 parts are to be machined on a rotary transfer machine (Fig. 2) . The available production time T 0 = 360 min. Here orientation (H4-H9) means that holes H4-H9 are to be assigned to vertical machining modules and (-) means that there is no vertical machining. Each operation p can be assigned either to vertical or horizontal machining modules. The parameters of the operations are given in Table 1 . Precedence and compatibility constraints are numerous and can be provided on demand by the corresponding author. The optimization problem was solved for m 0 = 5 using CPLEX 12.2. The obtained optimal solution is presented in Table 2 . After preprocessing, the model contained 1488 variables and 4295 constraints. The total solution time was 21.6 s. This solution was validated and implemented by our industrial partner.
Conclusions
A problem of variety-oriented design of rotary production systems has been studied. A mathematical model for this optimization problem has been developed where constraints between operations and machining modules and technological constraints for rotary production systems were integrated. The configuration of such systems is optimized using mixed integer programming (MIP) techniques. The configuration module has been implemented in a decision support system. This system can detect the conflicts in the constraints and guide the designer through the optimization process. The model and the module have been validated in practice. The future research work will concern the reconfiguration techniques for rotary production systems to be adapted to new manufacturing conditions. 
